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INTRODUCTION

The TARN Analytics is a new secure, online reporting tool that provides a more dynamic way to view
your hospital information on the management and outcomes of injured patients. The tool does not
replace TARN’s existing reporting but delivers an enhanced method of information access:






Turns data into useful and effective visualisations
Flexible and intuitive
On demand reporting
User friendly
Visualisations can be easily converted into other file formats

The TARN Analytics tool has been developed by the TARN Analysis team, so having resident expertise
means that modifications as well as short- and long-term developments can be handled quickly and
effectively. The TARN Support team have also been trained to use the tool, so we are always on hand
to provide you with any additional guidance.
This document aims to provide you with a general ‘how to’ guide to ensure you get the best from the
TARN Analytics such as example screenshots, user log-in instructions and useful tips.
Ad-Hoc Analysis
Although the TARN Analytics provides greater flexibility, our ad-hoc analysis service will still be
available to hospitals should there be a specific analysis requirement that is not available within the
analytical tool. Ad-hoc analysis can be requested via: support@tarn.ac.uk
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USER ACCESS
Setting up account
Please follow the link below to a secure University of Manchester online system, where you will be
asked to provide your Name, Date of Birth, Trust email and agree to the terms and conditions.
This is a necessary process, as TARN is part of the University of Manchester but rest assured The
University of Manchester complies with appropriate data protection legislation and has policies,
procedures and controls to ensure the privacy and rights of individuals and the security of their
information.
We are collecting your information in order to create accounts with the University of Manchester
and we will keep this record for 3 years.
Account Set Up:
https://www.qualtrics.manchester.ac.uk/jfe/form/SV_e3cz3YHx1Ww9ZZk

Following completion of these details you will be issued with a Manchester University account via
TARN support. You will need to activate your account, and set up 2-factor authorization.
The link to do this is: https://iam.manchester.ac.uk/ (it will also be available in your confirmation
email).
Please note if you need to reset your TARN Analytics password in the future this is also the link to do
this.
Now go to Power BI website at https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/.
Click ‘login’ on the top right hand corner of the page.

Once you have put in your Manchester University details you should receive a prompt asking you to
request a push notification to your phone allowing you to login.
Once logged in click on the tab labelled Apps on the left hand side.
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Following this selection click on TARN Test in the app selection and it will take you to the home page
of your app.

Tip: It might be advisable to save the URL of this landing page to your favourites to avoid repetition of
this process later on.
Technical Requirements
Please note some extremely old browsers do not support Power BI. Currently Power BI supports the
following browsers:
Microsoft Edge
Internet Explorer 11
Chrome desktop latest version
Safari Mac latest version
Firefox desktop latest version - Firefox may change the fonts used in Power BI reports.
Microsoft conflict log in advice
When accessing TARN analytics please open a new/separate browser window in ‘InPrivate’ (Internet
Explorer/Microsoft Edge), ‘Incognito’ (Chrome) or ‘Private’ mode (Safari) and then use that new
browser window to log into Tarn Analytics. Or please ensure to log off existing Microsoft services.
This procedure should avoid having a conflict between separate Microsoft accounts which can arise
when a user logs into a Microsoft cloud services such as Office365 with a different account (typically
NHS email address) which is different to their Tarn assigned account (manchester.ac.uk address).
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Screen Set-up
For the best view, we recommend the following settings:
Screen Resolution



Open Screen Resolution by clicking the Start button, click Control Panel, and under
Appearance and Personalization, click Adjust screen resolution.
Click the drop-down list next to Resolution. Check for the resolution marked
(recommended). This is your LCD monitor's native resolution—usually the highest
resolution your monitor can support.

Recommended resolution in pixels
LCD monitor:
19-inch standard ratio LCD monitor 1280 × 1024
20-inch standard ratio LCD monitor 1600 × 1200
20- and 22-inch widescreen LCD monitors 1680 × 1050
24-inch widescreen LCD monitor 1920 × 1200
Laptop screen:
13- to 15-inch standard ratio laptop screen 1400 × 1050
13- to 15-inch widescreen laptop screen 1280 × 800
17-inch widescreen laptop screen 1680 × 1050
Colour Display:
To get the best colour displayed on your LCD monitor, make sure to set it to 32-bit colour. This
measurement refers to colour depth, which is the number of colour values that can be assigned to a
single pixel in an image
Open Screen Resolution by clicking the Start button, clicking Control Panel, and then, under
Appearance and Personalization, clicking Adjust screen resolution.



Click advanced settings, and then click the Monitor tab.
Under Colours, select True Colour (32 bit), and then click OK.

Screen Set Up in Power BI
It is recommended that to view TARN Analytics it is best to have the following settings applied within
Power BI
1. View -> Fit to page
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2. Mode Setting “Enter Full Screen Mode”
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HOW TO USE TARN DATA ANALYTICS
TARN Analytics has various comprehensive screens that contain all eligible cases for the time period
selected:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Dashboards
Data Quality
Demographics
Outcome
Patient Pathway

In addition to the comprehensive screens, there are multiple specialist screens, which only contain
cases pertinent to that speciality:







Head Injury
Thoracic
Abdominal
Orthopaedic
Paediatrics
Older Persons

Selecting a different time period
 By default: All cases in time period represented are shown.
 To select a different time period, simply click on the date selector (top right of screen) and a
calendar appears.
 Once the preferred dates have been selected, the numbers shown in the right-hand metric
will all change to reflect this. Please note day, month and year must all be selected
individually.

As well as the date selection outlined above, we also have some pages, which are filtered by quarter
and year such as the Dashboard, VLAD and Rate of Survival.
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On vertical selectors just click on the relevant box and if you wish to select multiple years or quarters
hold Ctrl when you click. Please note: Quarters a defined as Calendar Year not Financial

With Horizontal sliders, you can select dates to view in either years or quarters using the selector Y
and Q on the left just above the bar. You can single select or drag the corner of the selection box to
see the VLAD for an extended date range.

Filtering
You can also filter the data shown by using the options available on each screen, to do this, simply:
 Hold down the Ctrl function which allows users to select >one filter (such as Males & ISS15).



The Command function works in the same way on Apple Macs.

Patient lists
 A list of all included patients can be accessed from each eligible screen simply by clicking on
the icon on the bottom right of the screen. Shown below:



To exit the Patient list, simply click on the Return button.

Patient lists appears on multiple screens in TARN analytics and are accessed and exited in the same
way throughout.
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Submission links
 There is also a link to the TARN submission, which can be accessed simply by clicking on the
link icon, shown below.
 For this link to work, the user must be logged into TARN Analytics and the TARN database:
www.tarn.ac.uk

Navigating
Navigation icons shown on the top left of each page represent:
 Home screen (Dashboard): Showing performance against Dashboard measures.



Navigation: From which point users can access all the specialist screens.



Information: Provides further detail of the measures included on the screen.

Site selection
If you have multiple sites to choose from these will be dispalyed in the top centre of your screen. To
change simply click on the alternative site. If you wish to select multiple sites press Ctrl and click on
the additional site you wish to select. To Select All sites simply click on the site that is currently
selected. To see all sites if you have a significant number simply scroll using the buttons on the left
and right hand side of the bar.

Note: Some pages do not allow multiple site selection this is either due to a. inappropiateness of
displaying information combined or b. computation limitations. These pages are VLAD, Rate of
Survival and Wards.

Charts and Graphs
Most of the charts in TARN Analytics are interactive, so selecting a specific category on one chart (i.e.
gender, or age band) will cascade this selection to all other charts on that page. This allows you to,
for example, view data for one selected age band displayed in a variety of ways. What is currently
selected is highlighted by being in bolder contrast to the other colours in the chart. To cancel simply
click anywhere not in the chart (but still in TARN Analytics). To select multiple filters simply hold Ctrl
when you select mutliple sites.
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Metrics
As well as several charts and graphs, almost all pages also have metrics on the right-hand side, which
represent single points of information. During the developmental stage we will be compiling a
summary of all these metrics as a basic dictionary so that you can see more precisely what they
mean but for now hovering over the metric will provide you with some of the additional details
(such as if the number is a median or a percentage etc.). Although clicking the metrics are not
interactive by filtering the charts the metrics will update correspondingly.
Tooltips
When you hover your mouse over a specific chart, graph or metric additional information will be
provided. This broadly falls into three categories
1. Details of the subsection (Number of Patients, Percentage of patients meeting that criteria
etc.)
2. Explanatory information on the nature of the information being displayed (is it a median,
mean etc.)
3. Limitations of the data (this data was not well recorded prior to 2015 etc.)
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USEFUL FEATURES

Focus Mode
When selecting a graph, chart or table you have several options to use the data further. Mostly the
two type of options that present themselves in the top right hand corner of the page element are
the following

.

.

The first option is called focus mode. This makes the chart fill the screen. This can be useful if you
wish to select part of the charts that are hard to see.
To return to the page with selected filter still in place simply click on Back to report on the right hand
top corner.

It is also helpful if you wish to share a specific image within the page be it by screenshotting or
printing.
Caution: If you wish to print a specific graphic (or print to PDF for that matter) some older versions
of Edge and Explorer browser will attempt to print the background visuals you will need to change
TARN Analytics the print setup to “Print Background Colours and Images”. Unfortunately, this setting
is often controlled by network administrators.
Show Data
To export data from a specific visual select the 3 dots on the top right hand corner of the visual

You will be given a drop down option list

Select show data.
The visual you have selected will automatically be put into focus mode with the data constituting
this visual available below.
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Exporting Data
To export data from a specific visual select the 3 dots on the top right hand corner of the visual

You will be given a drop down option list

Select export data.
A pop up box will appear

You can choose to export data as summarised (this will be the information actually presented) or
underlying data (this is a selection variables that determined the creation of the visual) we
recommend exporting summarised data as underlying datasets can be quite large and are not always
presented in plain English.
You also have an option to export data as xlsx or csv. For larger sets of data, we recommend
exporting in csv form.
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Printing and Exporting Visuals
To print the page you are currently viewing
From the upper left corner, select Export > Print

You will now have the option to print set up. As most pages work, better in landscape it is suggested
you alter your print settings to landscape.

As long as it is set up, you will also have the option to print to PDF. We recommend if printing to PDF
that you turn headers and footers off as this will make it easier to use the image in further
presentations.
Alternatively, you can print screen (Ctrl + Print Screen (Print Scrn)) and copy and paste it into any
presentation and crop appropriately. To make this process easier we recommend using the snipping
tool, which is installed on all Microsoft OS from widows 10 onward. Tips on using this tool are
available here: https://support.microsoft.com/en-gb/help/4027213/windows-10-open-snippingtool-and-take-a-screenshot
Commenting on Reports and Visual
To comment on a specific page of a report please use the comment button on the frame of the
report in the top right hand corner.

This will open a dialogue box. Please note, that any given comment will be visible to other users of
TARN Analytics and so refrain from making reference to specific patient information.
Alternatively, you can comment on specific visuals by selecting open comments from the drop down
list associated with it in the top right hand corner.
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COMPREHENSIVE SCREENS: CONTENT

DASHBOARD SCREEN
Once logged onto TARN Analytics you will be taken into the DASHBOARD (home) screen.
This screen shows your Hospital’s performance against the Dashboard measures, over a selected
period.
The measures differ slightly according to your Hospital’s status: Major Trauma Centre or Trauma
Unit. Your status is shown in the box on the bottom left of the screen.

Standard/National Average:




The black line represents the standard or national average for each Dashboard measure, so
users can easily see if their Hospital is above or below this.
The blue, green or purple bars represent the Hospital’s performance.
In the example below, the standard is 30 minutes to CT and this hospital’s performance is
just below that target with a time of 33.7 minutes to CT.

The exact standard/national average & Hospital performance can be viewed by hovering over the
black line, as shown below:
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NAVIGATION SCREEN
The Navigation screen shows all the screens available to users. To choose an option, simply click on
the name or icon.
The X icon on the top right will take you back to the home (Dashboard) screen.

DATA QUALITY SCREEN
The Data Quality screen has two tabs:
1. ACCREDITATION
2. TARN USER ACTIVITITY
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1. ACCREDITATION shows:
 Data Accreditation: A quality measure, based on completion of Key fields. The individual key
fields used are shown on the screen with a percentage for each.
o Overall Data Accreditation is shown as a % in red in the right-hand metrics.


Case ascertainment: A quantity measure, comparing expected v actual cases submitted and
representing this as a percentage.



Submitted cases: Total number of cases submitted to TARN and Approved for the time
period shown.



Expected cases: Expected number of cases derived from HES (England/N.I), PEDW (Welsh) or
HIPE (ROI) data that is used as the case ascertainment denominator.

TARN USER ACTIVITY
Shows monthly number and % of cases:




Returned
Rejected
Dispatched
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DEMOGRAPHICS SCREEN
The Demographics screen has three tabs:
1. DEMOGRAPHICS
2. INCIDENT MAP
3. TRENDS

1. DEMOGRAPHICS shows the following:
 Injury mechanism
 Age breakdown
 Gender
 Most severely injured body region
 Injury Severity Score (ISS) breakdown

2. INCIDENT MAP:
 Is a heat map showing the prevalence of TARN cases by incident postcode.
 The higher the prevalence the darker the colour.
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3. TRENDS tab shows:
 Admissions
o Total number of admissions by quarter
 Length of Stay
o Mean LoS by quarter
 Age
o Median age by quarter
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PATIENT PATHWAY SCREEN
The Patient Pathway screen shows the patients journey through the hospital and has 3 tabs:
1. IMAGING
2. SURGERY
3. WARDS
1. IMAGING tab shows the following:
 Injury mechanism
 Age breakdown
 Arrival time at Hospital
 Body area imaged
 Time to imaging (capped at 6 hours)

2. SURGERY tab shows the following:
 Injury mechanism
 Age breakdown
 Arrival time at Hospital
 Body area operated on
 Time to operation (capped at 24 hours)
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3. WARDS tab shows the following:
 Injury mechanism
 Age breakdown
 Discharge destination
 Ward Type: First
 Critical Care LoS
 Overall LoS
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Cumulative Distribution Curve
On the Boast 4, Imaging and Surgery Screens we have a type of chart, which shows the distribution
of time to CT and Operations. These charts are capped to a specific timeframe. They show what
percentage of patients where seen by a given time (within the capped limit). So for instance:

This shows that for patients who received a CT within 6 hours that the median time to CT was 39
minutes.

Additionally the gradient of the line shows the intensity of activity over time. By example, let us
compare graph 1, which has a consistent but shallow gradient.

With Graph two which has an initially sharp gradient which become very shallow.
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In other word in graph 2 more than 80% of patients have a CT within the first hour of arrival and
then only a small percentage are given their first CT in the subsequent 5 hours. Whereas likelihood
of receiving a CT at any given time in the first 6 hours is steady for graph 1.

OUTCOME SCREEN
The Outcome screen shows 2 outcome measures:
1. VLAD: Variable Life Adjusted Display
2. RATE OF SURVIVAL

VLAD
The VLAD chart is a cumulative plot that shows the difference between expected mortality and the
deaths that actually occurred of each individual patient. It provides a record of how far a hospitals
performance is above or below the prediction of the model. It graphically displays how much outcome
deviates from the prediction (both positive and negative).
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You can select dates to view by using the date bar at the bottom and can view this in either Years or
Quarters using the selector Y and Q on the left just above the bar. You can single select or drag the
corner of the selection box to see the VLAD for an extended date range.
This screen also includes metrics for case ascertainment and survivor death ratio. If either of these
are red, it indicates that the results should be viewed with significant caution.
You can click on the VLAD chart to see the patients who attended around that date and their Ps and
outcome.
Tip: When selecting a point on the VLAD chart it is the gradient before that point which represents
the net life gain not after. Therefore, the point selected below represents a significant unexpected
death, whereas the point before represent a slight increase in expected survivorship.

Note: when opening this screen the site selector may initially select a blank space to correct this
simply select your site from the site selector.
More information about VLAD can be found on https: www.tarn.ac.uk/resources/VLAD help sheet
Rate of Survival (Ws)
*Please note: you can only view Rate of Survival for one hospital at a time, it is not possible to
combine data for multiple sites
The standard TARN outcome statistic used in the Clinical reports and Performance Comparisons:
 Based on outcome at 30 days or discharge (whichever is sooner).
 Shown in a Funnel plot
 Hospitals represented by black dots
 Your Hospital represented by red dot
 Target is: zero line
 If position above zero: more survivors than predicted
 If position below zero: more deaths than predicted
 2 and 3 Standard deviations from the mean are represented by green and red lines
 List of patients with Ps (Probability of Survival/Ps) breakdown shown.
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NETWORK SCREEN and PROMS SCREEN
Coming soon
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SPECIALIST SCREENS: CONTENT
In addition to the comprehensive screens, there are multiple specialist screens that only contain
cases pertinent to that speciality. All screens are accessible via the Navigation screen.
Measures on each specialist screen vary dependent on the theme, but always include a
Demographics page.
Common components are: GCS, ISS, Age, Gender, Injury mechanism & most severely injured body
region.
For an overview of the structure of TARN Analytics, see appendix 1.
A more compressive breakdown of each screen within the subspecialty will be issued at a later date.
Examples are provided below.
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Head Injury (Demographics)

Thoracic (Rib Injuries)
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Abdominal (Characteristics)

Orthopaedic (Boast 4)
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Paediatrics (Characteristics))

Paediatrics screen also includes Transfers and Mode of Arrival, measures pertinent to this particular
patient cohort.

Older Persons (Trends)

Older Persons screen also includes a spider plot showing Arrivals by month and a Discharge
destination table, measures pertinent to this patient cohort.
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HIS WI
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APPENDIX 2

Dashboard

Dem ographics
Incident Map
Trends

Demo graphics

Accr editation
TARN User
Acti vity

Data Quality

VLA D
Rate of S ur vival

Outcome

General

Navigation

Demographics
Im aging and
Operat ions
Spinal Injur ies

Demographics
Char acteristics

Head Injury

Paediatric

Demographics
Trends
Emergency
Car e

Dem ographics
Char acteristics
Rib Inj uries

Older Persons

Thoracic

Im aging
Surger y
Wards

Patient Pathway

Coming Soon

PROMS

Age Related

Dem ographics
Char acteristics

Coming Soon

Abdominal

Network

Dem ographics
BOAST4
Pel vic Inj ur y
Limb Injuries

Other

Orthopaedic

Body Region
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